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Abstract
In optical coherence microscopy (OCM) with a given numerical aperture (NA) of the objectives
the transverse resolution can be increased by increasing the numerical aperture of illumination
(NAi). However, this may also lead to attenuation of the signal with defocus preventing the effective numerically focused 3D imaging of the required sample volume. This paper presents an approach to structuring the illumination aperture, which allows combining the advantages of increased transverse resolution (peculiar to high NAi) with small attenuation of the signal with defocus (peculiar to low NAi) for high-resolution numerically focused 3D imaging in OCM.
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Introduction
One of the major problems in Fourier domain (FD)
optical coherence tomography/microscopy (OCT/OCM)
is the trade-off between either high transverse resolution
(achieved using objectives with high numerical apertures
NA) or large depth of field (achieved using objectives
with low NA). The probably most effective solution of
this problem consists in numerical focusing of the recorded OCM signal, which allows extending the region
of high transverse resolution in the acquired 3D image
beyond the optical focus depth just by numerical processing, e.g. [1 – 4]. This approach thus allows utilization of
objectives with relatively high NA and achievement of
high transverse resolution without compromising the
depth of field.
Another factor affecting the transverse resolution in
both scanning confocal and full-field (FF) OCM is the
numerical aperture of illumination NAi [5, 6]. However,
increasing the NAi for higher transverse resolution may
also lead to attenuation of the signal with defocus in spite
of the application of a specific numerical focusing procedure, that may pose a problem for effective numerically
focused imaging of the required sample volume [4, 7].
Recently we have shown that this problem can be
overcome in Linnik-type FD OCM in both the full-field
and scanning confocal modalities by organizing a special
structure of the illumination aperture function and applying specific numerical focusing [8]. This paper presents a
more detailed description of this approach and analysis of
its properties. The basic idea is to use the well-known
Linnik interferometer with an illumination aperture comprised of a set of small illumination spots, each resulting
in a certain illumination direction over the sample, (instead of circular or annular illumination apertures) in
combination with a specific numerical processing [4, 7]
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for numerically focused 3D FD OCM imaging. To provide better coverage of a sample’s transverse spatial spectrum and reduce overlapping of transverse spatial spectra
of the individual signals, corresponding to different illumination directions, these illumination spots should be
maximally remote from each other and close to the physical aperture borders. This approach is suited to FF OCM,
which is very promising for numerically focused 3D
OCM imaging due to the possibility of parallel data acquisition in the transverse direction, but can also be applied in the case of scanning confocal OCM, as will be
discussed below.
It should be noted, that the principle of using off-axis
illumination from several directions in order to improve
the transverse resolution has been used in different kinds of
interference microscopes with sequential or simultaneous
use of the different illumination directions, e.g. [9 – 13].
The realization of this principle that we propose is particularly suitable for numerically focused FF FD OCM
imaging and allows for parallelization to certain extent of
the detection of parts of the OCM signal corresponding to
different illumination directions.
1. Principle of numerically focused OCM
with structured illumination aperture
Fig. 1 presents an optical scheme of a Linnik-type
OCM with an example of a special illumination system for
creating a structured illumination aperture (in the pointdash box). The imaging part of this scheme is a general
imaging part of a Linnik-type OCM, which with different
illumination systems can produce different kinds of time
domain (TD) and FD OCM imaging [3, 4, 14 – 16].
A Linnik-type OCM can be used in different modes
depending on the type of illumination: spatially incoherent illumination over the objectives' apertures corresponds to the FF mode, while spatially coherent illuminaComputer Optics, 2018, Vol. 42(2)
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tion over the objectives' apertures corresponds to the
scanning confocal mode [16]. This means that when organizing an illumination aperture from several illumination spots for a FF OCM, the illumination fields in these
spots should be mutually incoherent. In particular, this
means, that in the FF case the intensity of the illumination field is to be approximately uniform across the field
of view, without a fringe pattern, peculiar to straightfor-
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ward implementation of conventional structured illumination in interference microscopy [12, 13].
Such illumination can be realized in many ways, e.g.
by splitting the illumination field from a single source for
creating several illumination points and creating sufficient optical delays along with the splitting in order to
make the illumination points mutually incoherent (e.g. as
shown in Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Optical scheme of a FF swept-source OCM
based on a Linnik-type interference microscope with
an illumination system for creating a structured
illumination aperture. MOS and MOR – objectives in
the sample and reference arms, RM – reference
mirror, AP – objectives’ aperture planes in the back
focal planes of the respective objectives, TL – tube
lens, BS – beam splitter, PD – matrix photodetector,
IL1, IL2 – lenses of the illumination system, FS – field
stop of the illumination system, OF – optical fibers,
FC – fiber couplers, LS – swept laser source. The
lengths of the fibers are selected in such a way, that
the illumination points, imaged onto the aperture
planes, can be considered mutually incoherent

For general analysis, applicable to both FF and scanning confocal OCM modes one can make use of the similarity between the coherence signals of FF and confocal
OCM (provided that the reference mirror is in the focus
of the respective objective) [4, 7] by using the concept of
the illumination aperture function [4, 8]. In the case of FF
Linnik-type OCM the illumination aperture function can
be defined as [4]
Ai (ω ; x0 , y0 ) = I 0 (ω ; x0 , y0 ) A* (ω ; − x0 , − y0 ) ×

x
y 
× rR*  ω ; − k 0 , −k 0  ,
f′
f ′


(1)

where ω = 2πν is the circular temporal frequency, ν is the
linear temporal frequency, I0 is the spectral density of the
illumination field immediately after passing the objective’s aperture, A is the objectives’ aperture function, rR is
the amplitude reflection coefficient of the reference mirror, k = ω / c is the wavenumber, c is the light speed in
vacuum, f ′ is the back focal distance of the objectives. In
the case of confocal OCM the complex amplitude distribution of the illumination field immediately after passing
the objective’s aperture can be termed the illumination
aperture function [8].
FD OCM allows acquiring quasimonochromatic coherence signals with different central temporal frequencies, which can approximately be considered proportional
to the mutual spectral density of the sample and reference
arms’ fields Г(ω; x, y) at the central frequency of the respective quasimonochromatic signal. The reconstruction
of these coherence signals can be done in different ways
e.g. by phase-shifting or by Fourier filtration in the temporal spectrum domain (e.g. after shifting as whole the
reference objective together with the reference mirror
along the optical axis [4]). Numerical refocusing can be
applied to these quasimonochromatic coherence signals
in various ways. This paper employs the numerical proc-
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essing algorithms (which include numerical focusing) of
[4, 7], which can take into account an arbitrary shape of
the illumination aperture function.

2. Signal properties in numerically focused OCM
with structured illumination aperture
Figs. 2 – 5 present the results of numerical simulation
based on the theory presented in [4] in the case of
NA = 0.2. For numerical simulation of the mutual spectral
density before numerical focusing the following equations have been used [4]:
Γ( ω ; x, y ) = (2π) −2 ∫∫ Γɶ ( ω ; k x , k y ) ×
(2)
× exp[i ( k x x + k y y )]dk x dk y ,
 N

Γɶ (ω ; k x , k y ) ≈ µ 0 (ω) M 2 ∏ t j −1, j (ω)t j , j −1 (ω)  ×
 j =1

×rɶS (ω ; − Mk x , − Mk y )Ξ(ω ; k x , k y ) ,

(3)

µ0 (ω) = λ −4 f ′−2 f L′−2 ,

(4)

Ξ(ω; k x , k y ) = ∫∫ dxS dyS exp[−iM (kx xS + k y yS )] ×
 N

×∫∫ A(ω; x3 , y3 ) exp ik ∑ ∆z j n2j − ( x32 + y32 )/f ′2  ×
 j =0

× exp[−i(k /f ′)( x3 xS + y3 yS )]dx3dy3 ×

{

×∫∫ Ai (ω; x0 , y0 ) exp ik ( zS − 2 zR + f ) ×

(5)

N
 
× n02 − ( x02 + y02 )/f ′2 + ∑ ∆z j n2j − ( x02 + y02 )/f ′2   ×
j =1
 
× exp[−i(k /f ′)( x0 xS + y0 yS )]dx0 dy0 ,
where the tilde sign denotes the transverse spatial spectrum of the respective function, kx and ky are circular
transverse spatial frequencies, rS is the amplitude reflection coefficient of the imaged interface in the sample, M
is the absolute value of transverse magnification; tj –1, j are
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the transmission coefficients of the sample interfaces; nj
and ∆ zj for j ≥ 1 are the refractive indices and thicknesses
of the sample layers; N is the number of sample layers
above the imaged interface; λ is the wavelength in vacuum, f L′ is the back focal distance of the tube lens, zS is
the distance from the front principal plane of MOS to the
sample surface, zR is the distance from the front principal
plane of MOR to the reference mirror, f is the front focal
distance of the objectives, n0 is the refractive index of
immersion, ∆z0 = zS – | f |, the integrals in (2) – (5) have infinite integration limits. In numerical simulation zR is assumed to be equal to | f |.
Figs. 2 – 5 present the results of numerical simulation
of imaging a single scatterer in air by using N = 0 (no layered
structure
in
the
sample),
n0 = 1,
rS (ω; xS, yS) ~ δ (xS) δ (yS). All the figures except for 2a present the results after the application in each case of a specific numerical processing procedure (including numerical focusing) according to [4]. Similar results can be obtained in the confocal case due to the similarity of the
equations for the coherence signal [7]. This simple case
of imaging a single scatterer in air is selected to provide
clear conclusions on the imaging properties; however in
general the approaches of [4, 7] provide the possibility of
numerical focusing in the case of imaging in depth of a
layered sample.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. (a) dependence of |ГPSF (ω; xS, 0)| on xS (except for the
point line, which corresponds to | Γ PSF ( ω ; xS / 2 ,xS / 2 )| in
the case of structured illumination as explained in the inset) in the
absence of defocus; (b) attenuation of the absolute value of
numerically focused ГPSF at xS = 0, yS = 0 with defocus ∆ z0 ; (in (a)
the graphs for structured illumination with NAir = 0.002 are not
shown as they are very similar to the respective graphs for
structured illumination with NAir →0). In all graphs the absolute
values of ГPSF are normalized for each illumination aperture, so
that they have a unity value at xS = 0, yS = 0 in the absence of
defocus (at ∆ z0 = 0). (The contrast in the inset is inverted - higher
values of |ГPSF| correspond to lower gray levels)

The signal from a single scatterer is essentially a transverse impulse response (transverse point spread function,
PSF). Scaled to the sample space (xS = x / M, yS = y / M) it can
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be denoted as ГPSF (ω; xS, yS) in the case of a numerically
focused mutual spectral density signal (monochromatic
t)
( xS , yS ) in the case of a total
coherence signal) and Γ (PSF
signal, comprised of multiple numerically focused monochromatic signals according to the FD OCT/OCM principle. Figs. 2 and 3(a – c) correspond to monochromatic signals with ν = 3.53×1014 Hz (which corresponds to
λ ≈ 850 nm); Figs. 3(d – f ) and Figs. 4 – 5 correspond to total numerically focused signals (after a combination of 512
monochromatic signals with a total central temporal frequency ν0 = 3.53×1014 Hz and a total temporal spectrum
width ∆ν = 4.15×1013 Hz, which corresponds to
∆λ ≈ 100 nm).
Fig. 2 presents a comparison of the basic properties of
ГPSF in the cases of OCM with different types of illumination aperture after the application of a specific numerical
focusing procedure in each case. The continuous line corresponds to point illumination aperture (NAi → 0) centered on the optical axis (which corresponds to planewave illumination over the sample); the point-dash line
corresponds to uniform circular illumination aperture
with NAi = NA (illumination field fills completely the apertures of the objectives); the two points – dash line corresponds to annular illumination with inner and outer radii corresponding to NAi1 = 0.194 and NAi2 = 0.198 respectively; the three points – dash line corresponds to a
structured illumination aperture comprised of four small illumination circles with centers shifted from the optical axis
at NAic = 0.196 and radii corresponding to NAir = 0.002
(in the FF case this means partially spatially coherent illumination from each of the illumination directions); the
dash and point lines correspond to a structured illumination aperture comprised of four infinitely small illumination points (NAir → 0, which corresponds to spatially coherent illumination from each of the illumination directions) with centers shifted from the optical axis at
NAic = 0.196 (this latter case corresponds to the illumination system in Fig. 1). As has been noted above, it is desirable to place the illumination spots as close as possible
to the physical aperture borders, however in practice even
in the case of NAir → 0, NAic has to be somewhat smaller
than NA, especially when using displacement of the reference objective with the mirror.
As can be seen from Fig. 2a, the circular, annular and
structured illumination apertures provide comparable
transverse resolution, significantly higher, than in the
case of plane-wave illumination along the optical axis.
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ГPSF in the
case of structured illumination with NAir → 0 along the
dash and point lines is approximately 1.8 and 1.76 µm,
while in the case of plane-wave illumination (continuous
line) FWHM is approximately 3 µm. The structured and
annular illumination apertures provide narrower ГPSF than
the circular one, however at the cost of increased
sidelobes. In addition, the structured illumination leads to
a not circularly symmetric ГPSF shape, which can be
clearly seen from comparison of the dash line and point
line, corresponding to the ГPSF shape along the different
transverse directions.
Computer Optics, 2018, Vol. 42(2)
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On the other hand, both circular and annular illumination apertures lead to significant signal attenuation
with defocus, in spite of the application of a specific
numerical refocusing technique in each case. This is a
consequence of the longitudinal coherence gate related
to the angular spectrum of the optical field (not the temporal spectrum width) and therefore is present even in
the mutual spectral density. This effect can be tolerable
in certain circumstances (as discussed in [4]), especially
in the case of an annular illumination aperture. How-
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ever, in general this attenuation may pose a problem for
numerically focused 3D imaging. Structured illumination provides much less attenuation with defocus. Small
but finite size of the illumination spots of structured illumination (in the FF case corresponding to partially
spatially coherent illumination from each of the illumination directions) can be used for introducing a small attenuation, not significant for the imaged region, but
leading to suppression of coherent noise originating
from the regions far from the focus.

Fig. 3. (a – c) Absolute values of the spatial spectra of ГPSF at defocus of 0, 150 and 500 µm; (d) absolute values of the spatial
(t )
(t )
spectrum of Γ PSF
at a defocus of 150 µm; (e) and (f) | Γ PSF
| at defocus values of 0 and 150 µm (the gray level bar on the right of
(t )
(f) is applicable to both (e) and (f); in this grey level bar unity corresponds to | Γ PSF
( 0,0 )| in the absence of defocus). The contrast
in all images is inverted – higher values correspond to lower gray levels

Figs. 3 – 5 present a more detailed analysis of the signal properties in the case of structured illumination with
NAic = 0.196, NAir → 0 with four illumination spots
(Figs. 3 – 4) and three illumination spots (Fig. 5). In
Figs. 3 and 5 k x′ = Mk x / k0 and k y′ = Mk y / k0 are the
normalized circular transverse spatial frequencies [4] for
the central temporal frequency ν0.
The spatial spectra in Fig. 3 (a – d) are comprised of
four circles, each corresponding to a certain illumination
direction (illumination spot of the structured illumination
aperture). As a benefit of the Linnik-type arrangement,
which can work even with spatially low-coherent illumination, these circles are properly located (no need to artificially shift them with respect to each other). However
this has also a negative effect: with defocus each of these
circles in the spatial spectrum becomes phase modulated
and these phase modulations are not matched in the overlapping regions. This leads to the appearance of fringe
structures in the total spatial spectrum in the overlapping
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regions with frequency the higher, the larger is the defocus value.

(t )
Fig. 4. | Γ PSF
( rS /

2 ,rS /

2 )| (at 45 degrees to the xS axis)

at different defocus values ∆z0 (continuous line corresponds
to ∆z0 = 0 µm, dash line corresponds to ∆z0 = 150 µm,
point line corresponds to ∆z0 = 500 µm)
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. (a) and (b) numerical simulation results for the case
of structured illumination with three illumination spots with other
parameters similar to Fig. 3d and f. The contrast in all images
is inverted – higher values correspond to lower gray levels

These fringe structures in the spatial spectrum lead to
appearance of artifacts in the PSF in the directions, perpendicular to the fringes (Fig. 3e – f and Fig. 4). The larger is the defocus value, the higher is the frequency of the
fringe structures in the spatial spectrum and hence the
further are the artifact sidelobes from the main peak. This
explains the small decrease in the PSF magnitude with
defocus when using the structured illumination aperture
even in the case of NAir → 0 in Fig. 2b as a result of some
leakage of energy from the main peak into the artifacts.
For practical application these artifacts can often be
neglected. They can also be decreased in different ways
by modifying (and hence complicating) the optical
scheme. One of the simplest approaches to the artifact
suppression is the reduction in the number of illumination
directions used simultaneously, which leads to decrease
in the size of the overlapping areas in the spatial spectrum
and hence decrease of the artifacts magnitude (Fig. 5).
However this also means a decrease in the PSF circular
symmetry or requires several recordings with different
sets of illumination directions, which can be combined
numerically providing a bigger total number of illumination directions with decreased artifacts, although at the
cost of decreased imaging speed. Therefore the number of
illumination directions is to be chosen depending on the
particular imaging requirements.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we proposed an approach to FD OCM
imaging, combining a Linnik-type OCM with structured
illumination aperture with special numerical processing
proposed in [4, 7] (which includes numerical focusing
252
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taking into account the shape of the illumination aperture
function). This approach allows combining the advantages of increased transverse resolution (peculiar to high
NAi ) with small attenuation of the signal with defocus
(peculiar to low NAi ) for high-resolution numerically focused 3D imaging in OCM. It is applicable to both FF
and scanning confocal OCM systems and can find applications in many areas, where high-resolution high-speed
numerically focused 3D OCM imaging is required.
Finally, it can be pointed out that in OCM (both FF
and scanning confocal) the increased transverse resolution (in comparison with the plane-wave illumination)
can be achieved by using circular or annular illumination
apertures (the latter can be considered as a limiting case
of structured illumination with an infinite number of illumination directions), which provide more circularly
symmetric transverse PSF, than the structured illumination. The main advantage of using the structured illumination in OCM consists in the combination of the increased transverse resolution effect with the possibility of
effective numerical focusing for relatively high-speed
high-resolution 3D imaging.
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